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M N JH NG V W
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EH AO IH ER AW
AY UH EY

5.ACOUSTIC MODEL WEIGHTING
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Weighted modeling
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6.SPEECH RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS

Equal weights

Phone
Accuracy

Frame
Accuracy

61.2%

65.77%

3-class optimized weights
61.2%
65.99%
Phonetic recognition experiments were performed
using
Table 3. Frame accuracy obtained when using equally
the Resource Management corpus and the SPHINX-3
and tied
when using phonetic-class based weightin
system. Our basic acoustic models consistedmodels
of 2500
states, each modeled by a mixture of two Gaussians. One
set of models was trained on clean speech while the other
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set of models was trained with speech that underwent
In this paper
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by
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performing automatic forced alignment on the 1600 test
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From Table 2 we can see that the effect of having GSM
codec distortion during training and recognition reduces
frame accuracy by 5.35 points. Recognition accuracy can
improved somewhat by using multi-style trained models.

6.1.Experiments using weighted acoustic models
We performed recognition experiments using weighted
models by considering different mixing factors for two
acoustic models, trained GSM-coded and clean speech.
Table 3 shows results weighting both models equally. We

